get the following message if i try to update the core on a 9.3.3 installation:

This feature is disabled in this installation.
The environment variable was set `TYPO3_DISABLE_CORE_UPDATER=1`. This system isn't a released TYPO3 version. This action can only be used with a linked typo3_src.

typo3_src is a symlink on unix and `TYPO3_DISABLE_CORE_UPDATER` isn't set! Manual Update of a 8.7 Installation on same server does work!

Related issues:
- Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #85676: Clean up install tool cards
- Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #84772: Improve Install Tool behaviour

History

#1 - 2018-09-07 09:09 - Anja Leichsenring
- Assignee set to Anja Leichsenring

confirmed. I work on it.

#2 - 2018-09-07 09:39 - Susanne Moog
- Status changed from New to Accepted

#3 - 2018-09-07 11:05 - Anja Leichsenring
- Related to Bug #85676: Clean up install tool cards

#4 - 2018-09-07 11:06 - Anja Leichsenring
- Status changed from Accepted to Resolved

resolved with #85676

#5 - 2018-09-07 11:06 - Anja Leichsenring
- Related to Task #84772: Improve Install Tool behaviour

#6 - 2018-09-07 13:01 - Michael Stucki
Thanks Anja & Lolli. Do you think this should be backported for version 8? Otherwise the whole feature should be disabled in upcoming 8.7.x
#7 - 2018-10-02 10:25 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed